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Client and Product 
Fusion Events Center is an entertainment venue. It has different departments that 

handle different types of entertainment. It has different price lists depending on 

complexity of event and or grandeur but able to fit an event to almost any budget. It will 

have three different event categories that are capable of individualizing for, social, 

corporate, bridal and vocal/theatrical. Clients will be able to see the different looks of the 

different venue formats through portfolios and any events that are set up during time of 

appointment. Self-started company by Lauren Heaton whom has worked for numerous 

individual event companies that limited themselves to certain event categories such as 

only bridal or corporate. It was her goal to create an entertainment venue that could cater 

to all types of entertainment. Fusion Events is a unique entertainment venue because it 

has separate departments each with its own smaller individual teams to handle that 

categories specific event. Fusion Events has its own in-house florist, cater, decorator, 

bakery, lights and music DJ’s and a dozen event planners. Lauren complied a group of 

individuals in each specialty whom she had worked with before who agreed to combine 

their talents and create one large company that all took place in one-place, without the 

hassle of transporting materials and the complexity of clients and entertainment venues 

working with dozens of different small businesses  

  
Target Audience 

Brides age 25-35, corporate special events managers, mothers of children for 

parties, music producers looking for venues for their artists. Clients with a budget 
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of more than $25,000. Clients looking for an impressive venue, which includes 

the prestige of their individual event, while providing the convenience of having 

high quality in-house venues. Clients who are on a short time schedule and need a 

one-stop shop entertainment venue.  

 

Product Benefits 
Fusion Event center is an all inclusive special events entertainment venue providing 

clients with a high quality, efficient, specialized experience from start to finish for their 

event.  

 

Current Brand Image  

Fusion Events Center is new to the industry and has little brand image.  

Desired Brand Image 

Fusion Events Center is a high class and efficient entertainment venue designed to make 

it easy for you to plan your event.  

 
Direct Competitors and Brand Images 

- Direct competitors are event planning companies: 

o That’s A Wrap! Event Planning: A multi-faceted event planning company 

including expertise in “outside the box” creativity, “inside the box” 

planning and logistics and the organizational skills. 

o Gibson Events: A detailed oriented wedding planning company focused 

on giving brides eclectic and unique touches to their weddings.  
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Indirect Competitors and Brand Images 
 Indirect competitors include do-it-yourself clients who value saving money by doing the 

event themselves. Members of this target group doubt our ability to provide an event 

service better than they can do it themselves. They are hesitant to enter an entertainment 

venue world that is known for overpricing and not valuing the customer to their 

expectations.  

 

Advertising Goal  
 To convey to clients that Fusion Events Center is here for their convenience and is 

dedicated to providing the highest quality of service with the efficiency of having our 

own venders in-house and being able to cater to your specific event. Whether it’s social, 

corporate, bridal or music/theater.    

 

Strategic Message  
Fusion Events Center satisfies your entire events needs, while providing an exclusive, 

customized prestige experience.    

Supporting Benefits 

Feature      Benefit 

All-in-one center     Has all event needs in one place 

Different event categories   More individualized event 

In-house vendors    Ease of planning and communicating 
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Air Date: January 1-March 31 
 

Ever get tired of trying to keep track and running around to dozens of vendors for 

your event? Wouldn’t it be nice to have everything you need for your event in one 

convenient place while being assured your event will be top-notch? Then Fusion Events 

Center is the entertainment venue for your event! Fusion Events Center specializes in 

being an all inclusive entertainment venue. With dozens of vendors in-house including 

florists, caters, bakers, DJs, event planners and many more you’ll be guaranteed a 

prestige event with the comfort of hassle-free vendors all around you.  

Fusion Events Center also specializes in personalizing your event by allowing our 

4 category specific teams to take care of you and your event. From social, corporate, 

bridal or musical. Our teams are specifically trained to meet the needs of your exclusive 

event. So you can be assured that our small expert teams of planners have the capabilities 

of a large-scale event staff while handling your event.  

So let Fusion Events Center be your next event venue choice; whether social, 

corporate, bridal or musical, we take care of it, all-in-one.  

 

### 
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